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Solve.Care welcomes Jonathan Chou to Advisory
board
(US, Delaware – Feb. 20)— Jonathan Chou, co-founder and CEO of the Bee Token, a tech
entrepreneur who has worked with some of Silicon Valley's top innovators, has joined the
Solve.Care Advisory board. Solve.Care is the first token sale to which Jonathan agreed to
join.
Chou is co-founder and CEO of Bee Token, a company that's revolutionizing home-sharing
via the use of blockchain technology. Chou is a thought leader in the cryptocurrency
industry, who recently led Bee Token to achieve its presale ICO fundraising goal in less than
five minutes, for a total of $10 million. This makes the BEE Token one of the most sought
after cryptocurrencies in the world.
Chou will lend his expertise to Solve.Care as it continues to innovate in its own use of
blockchain to reduce the enormous clinical and technology costs that have such a
considerable impact on affordability in the healthcare system. Further, as leaders in the
blockchain and cryptocurrency industries, both Solve.Care and Bee Token are now
exploring new partnership opportunities.
It is noteworthy that for the first time, Chou will be investing his own personal funds into the
Solve.Care platform. "I am thrilled to join the Solve.Care board and help this truly innovative
company continue to make healthcare and benefits programs work better for everyone
involved in the healthcare system," said Chou. "This company has the potential to
completely disrupt the way care is delivered around the world, using blockchain technology
to ensure a better, more just and more affordable model that meets the needs of all
consumers, providers and insurers. That’s why among the hundreds of other token sales I
took a decision to join Solve.Care. I look forward to beginning my work with the entire
Solve.Care board and leadership team."
Solve.Care is a revolutionary platform that patients, employers, physicians, healthcare
organizations and insurance companies can use to make care delivery more efficient,
effective and affordable. It drastically improves care coordination, empowering individuals to
effectively manage their healthcare decisions by replacing inefficient and duplicative
systems and automating complex processes to save billions of dollars in costs per year.
The platform has also been proven to be effective at combating waste, fraud and abuse in
the healthcare system, delivering unprecedented levels of accountability and transparency to
the administration of medical care.
Solve.Care's primary product is Care.Wallet, an app that allows patients to make instant
appointments with their doctors, more easily understand their insurance benefits, have
access to medical records and review and pay bills. Employers can use the platform to

administer benefits, reduce costs and reward their employees, while physicians and
hospitals can issue prescriptions, manage appointments and coordinate with specialists.
Before founding The Bee Token in October 2017, Chou was as an engineer for the global
ride-sharing app Uber, serving as tech lead on fraud and machine learning in the company's
cybersecurity department. He also played a key role in rewriting the new Uber app using
Apple's Swift programming language.
With The Bee Token, Chou has co-founded the first decentralized home-sharing network
that connects hosts with guests without taking a commission of any kind. Through its
Beenest app, it offers a secure payment system that allows for the free exchange of services
between two entities. It also has a decentralized arbitration system to resolve user disputes
and a reputation system that utilizes digital fingerprint protocol on the Ethereum blockchain.
"It is an honor to welcome Jonathan to our board, as we believe his insights and background
are perfectly suited to our company's mission and values," said Pradeep Goel, CEO of
Solve.Care. "His extensive experience and groundbreaking research in using blockchain
technology will help us better understand how we can deliver value to users, whether they
are consumers, providers or insurance companies. This addition to our board marks a terrific
step forward for Solve.Care."
About Solve.Care
Solve.Care Foundation was established with the goal to revolutionize administration of
healthcare and other benefit programs globally. The stated mission of Solve.Care is to
“Make healthcare and benefit programs work better for everyone." The platform brings
a relationship centric approach to care coordination, administration and payments that
addresses all three pillars of healthcare: clinical, administrative and financial.
Solve.Care platform is designed to enable insurance companies, government agencies,
hospitals and providers, pharmacies and businesses to build care coordination and delivery
networks and engage their stakeholders. Solve.Care is launching a number of ground
breaking innovations such as Care.Wallet, Care.Cards, Care.Coins, Care.Vault and
Care.Protocol through their platform. Solve.Care is implementing the relationship centric
approach by using distributed ledger technology and Blockchain.
CEO of the company Pradeep Goel spent more than 26 years in healthcare IT. During
this time Pradeep Goel has built 4 healthcare IT companies and has been at the top of
INC500 fastest growing companies lists multiple times. Pradeep is also on the 100 most
promising entrepreneurs worldwide compiled by Goldman Sachs CEO.
In 2011, he was appointed by Governor of North Dakota to HITAC council to help direct
state-wide health records initiatives for insurers and consumers. From 2012 to 2017
Pradeep has been working with healthcare initiatives of two US Presidents to design and
build several public program solutions including Medicaid, Medicare, social services,
children’s health, mental health and many other programs.
The Solve.Care Advisory Board is comprised of highly experienced public figures such as
Congressman James Moran, Director Karen Bowling, Secretary Donald Upson and other
experts who are inspired by the Solve.Care global mission.
For more information about the company, please go to http://www.solve.care or contact us
via email at info@solve.care .
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